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Introduction

Outsmarting your competition in AdWords is 
a daunting task. 
  
It requires you to go beyond more common 
optimisation strategies and look at new ways of 
improving your campaigns. In this white paper we 
look at 6 potential opportunities for you to improve 
your search marketing performance and get ahead 
of your competition.
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Where should you be targeting your advertising? Google puts it eloquently in their campaign 
tips saying: “By advertising to the right customers, you can hopefully increase your return on 
investment (ROI).” Finding the right customers is the tricky part.

Selecting your initial location settings is usually determined by two things:  your ability to 
service specific locations; and your campaign objectives. This does not mean that once it is 
set up you should forget about it. You should improve your location targeting over time by 
reviewing the campaign performance for each location.

AdWords supplies a great performance report for the different geographic locations your ads 
show in. It’s easy to find under the “Dimensions” tab and selecting the “Geographic” view. 
Here is an example:

1. Improve your location targeting 

Using Google Analytics for better AdWords geographic targeting
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1. Improve your location targeting 

This report is a great place to start when optimising your campaigns. You can easily  
see which locations have the best conversion rates and which locations are costing you the 
most per conversion. 

In this example, traffic from London has a high conversion rate but the ads have a poor 
average position. In this case you could consider adding a location bid modifier to try to 
improve the ad position and increase the volume of clicks for London. 

To outsmart your competitors though you need to go beyond 
just using AdWords data. AdWords reports are great but they 
are also limited. AdWords can only create reports based on the 
keyword lists and locations you use for your campaigns. 

Google Analytics’ locations reports don’t have the same limitations as AdWords.  
By using both together you can identify more opportunities for improvement than  
relying on AdWords alone.

Analytics has a useful map representation which allows you to visualize the location data.  
It allows you to see from a broad country overview down to a specific city’s data.
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Google Analytics reporting gives you access to a larger sample size than AdWords 
alone because it can aggregate data from all of the traffic sources. It can also show you 
opportunities in locations which you are not targeting with your paid search campaigns.

Using Google Analytics reports alongside AdWords reports can help you to improve your 
campaign targeting by providing you with a better view of your overall market.

1. Improve your location targeting 
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Using AdWords Keyword Planner to plan seasonal budgets

Improving the performance of search campaigns is typically a retrospective task, looking back 
at the data collected and using it to make changes to the campaigns. If you are looking for 
seasonality in your keyword data you will have to run the campaigns for a long period before 
the data is able to reveal any seasonality.

When setting up new campaigns most search marketers turn to their trusted friend, the 
Google Keyword Planner. However after the campaign setup is done the Keyword Planner is 
often forgotten. 

The opportunity here is that you can find seasonal trend data for your best performing 
keywords without having to wait for any length of time. 

If you are trying to plan your AdWords budget it would be beneficial to 
investigate the seasonality for those keywords which give you the highest 
ROI and plan your budgets accordingly.

2. Revisit the Keyword Planner
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3. Manage bids more intelligently 

Using the “search lost impression share” columns to manage bids

The AdWords help centre states the following: “Adjust your bids to spend more on keywords 
that are proven to work. This can improve your ad position for those keywords and attract 
more customers.”

While this is sound advice in most cases, it is also not the only way to improve your overall 
performance. Increasing your bids also comes with an increasing cost associated with those 
keywords. This may actually increase your cost per conversion and thus reduce your ROI.

In some cases performance is not limited by ad rank but rather by your marketing budget.  
If you are faced with a budget limitation it would possibly be beneficial to reduce your bids 
and rank lower.

In AdWords you are able to modify your data columns to show the competitive metrics:  
Search Impression Share, Search Lost IS (rank) and Search Lost IS (budget), as shown in  
the screenshot below.
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These metrics can help you to identify opportunities where either increasing or decreasing 
your bids will improve your performance. Here are two examples where impression share can 
help guide your bid adjustments.

In the example below you can see that the problems with these two campaigns are due to the 
search impressions lost due to your ad rank. At this point the campaign budget is not an issue 
but ad rank is. If your aim is to increase the volume of clicks for these campaigns then you will 
need to increase your keyword bids and rank higher.

In the example left you can see that the 
problems with these two campaigns are 
due to the search impressions lost due 
to your budget rather than your ad rank. 
If your aim is to increase the volume of 
clicks for these campaigns the potential 
benefit from increasing your bids is very 
small. 
 

 
This is because you are losing out on a very small portion of impressions due to of  
your ad rank and increasing your keyword bids will only lead to a marginal increase in 
impression share.

On the other hand there is a big 
opportunity if you are able to increase 
your campaign budget. In most cases it 
is not easy to just add more money to 
a campaign. The alternative is to make 
your budget stretch further by reducing 
your cost per click. 

In this case reducing your keyword bids 
will help to get more clicks from the 
same budget amount. Your ad rank will 

drop for those search terms but in most cases the resulting increase in clicks will lead to more 
conversions and a better ROI.

The “search lost impression share” columns can help you to manage your keyword bids by 
identifying whether to increase or decrease your bids.

3. Manage bids more intelligently 
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4. Analyse ad copy trends

Improve your ad performance by analysing your competitors’ ad copy

With Google Expanded Text Ads becoming a reality, it is more important than ever to  
stay on top of ad text trends.

Ad text is one of the major contributing factors to success in search 
advertising. Any competent search marketer will be A/B split testing 
multiple ads per ad group to see which messaging performs best.

Your competitors will be doing the same for their own ad text, so analysing their ads will help 
you to see what’s working for them. Based on what is working for you and what is working for 
your competitors you can identify successful ad text trends.

This can be a tedious process to keep track of your competitors’ ads and you won’t always be 
able to find all of their ad variations but there is software that can help you with this. 

Adthena’s competitive intelligence solution has a feature to analyse all of your competitors’ ad 
text and the performance statistics around them. This is done using algorithms so it removes 
the need for manually keeping track of competitors’ ads.  Below is an example.
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Seeing what ads your competitors are running can give you insights into their strategy. 
Being able to see the frequency and the length of time they are running ads for can also 
indicate how successful those text variations are. 

Monitoring your competitors advertising can help you 
identify things like their seasonal changes, sales or discounts 
they are running, new product launches and the like. You can 
easily see which groups of keywords competitors are using 
with which ads. 

4. Analyse ad copy trends

Being aware of what is working not only with your own advertising but across the whole 
search landscape will help you to improve your ad copy and your overall performance.
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5. Stay on top of market changes

Use the top movers report to stay on top of market changes.

According to AdWords  

“The Top Movers report shows you what campaigns and ad 
groups saw the biggest changes, and helps you understand  
what may be driving those changes.”

 

The Top Movers report is a 
good place to start when 
deciding which campaigns 
need improvement but it  
can also be an early  
warning system for  
major market changes.
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The report can show you when there are large shifts in the costs of your campaigns or a 
decrease in the number of conversions generated. Both of these factors may be caused by 
changes to your competitors’ search strategies. 

If a competitor invests more budget into their search marketing or moves into your market 
niche the Top Movers report will show you which campaigns were affected. This will then help 
to guide your competitor research and improve your reaction time.

In order to outsmart competitors you need to be able to  
move fast and the Top Movers report gives you the data  
to do just that.

The Top Movers report can be coupled with Adthena’s reports in order to get a deeper 
understanding of the market changes. While the Top Movers report can indicate when 
competitors make changes to their search marketing, Adthena’s reports are able to see which 
competitors affected those changes and how. 

Adthena will show you in depth what keyword or ad text changes your competitors 
implemented. This will allow you to both understand the market changes and counteract  
them more effectively than using the Top Movers report alone.

5. Stay on top of market changes
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6. Evolve beyond static keyword lists

Use whole market keyword intelligence rather than static keyword lists

There are numerous tools available for search marketers to use to improve their strategies. 
Many of these are free but they offer limited capabilities. Paid for tools offer more powerful 
insights but at a cost.

Most tools are faced with the same fundamental limitation. They rely on small static lists of 
keywords which need to be uploaded in order for data to be collected.  

The problem with this is that you can only analyse trends for the things 
which you have input into the tool. If the inputs are poor the outputs will 
be poor also. In this case you are paying for bad insights because the tool 
is not able to see beyond those static lists.
 

If you want to outsmart competitors you need to move away from static lists and start using 
a market-driven intelligence tool. A market-driven intelligence tool uses artificial intelligence 
algorithms to monitor your relevant search landscape, including keywords you didn’t even 
know were out there but that are working for your competitors.

 

Here is an example from the Adthena intelligence tool. Adthena uses a patented 
process and machine learning to determine your whole market landscape and thus 
relevant keywords for your business which you aren’t yet competing for. It can display 
which of your competitors are using them, what the estimated volumes are for those 
keywords as well as an estimated CPC for each of them and the best ad copy for  
those terms.
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6. Evolve beyond static keyword lists

This can identify holes in your marketing strategy or opportunities for you to move into.  
Only market-driven tools can detect keywords which are working for competitors that you are 
missing out on.

Adthena also provides you with a head to head comparison for you and your competitors.  
This is a dynamic report that is able to identify your competitors marketing efforts without  
you needing to supply keyword lists.
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This report allows you to see where you and your competitors’ marketing strategies are 
overlapping. It provides a gap analysis to identify what is working for your competitors that you 
are missing. Also it allows you to closely track your share of voice and other SEM market trends.

 
In order to outsmart your competition you need to move away 
from static keyword tools and rather invest in a whole market 
intelligence solution

To learn more visit: Adthena.com/features/

6. Evolve beyond static keyword lists
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